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Specialist tractors
for specialist farmers

14 models: 64 to 98 hp
EIMA - BOLOGNA
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Specialist features

- Built on 50 years of 
Massey Ferguson Specialist
experience

- Smooth profile

- Proven Perkins power

- High performance PTO and
hydraulics

- Exceptional driver comfort

- Compact proportions
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Whether you are growing vines, fruit or olives, your crop is
precious.The MF 3400 allows you to take the greatest care of
it, through design and technical detail developed as a result of
years of research and rigorous practical testing.Available in ‘V’,
‘S’ and  ‘F’ widths, plus low-profile ‘GE’ models, you can
precisely meet all your specialist needs.

Min. MF 3425 MF 3435 MF 3445 MF 3455
Working 64 ISO hp 80 ISO hp 90 ISO hp 98 ISO hp

width-mm (46 kW) (60 kW) (67 kW) (72.5 kW)

Cab Plat Cab Plat Cab Plat Cab Plat
‘V’ 1000 ● ● ● ● – – – –

‘S’ 1200 ● ● ● ● ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

‘F’ 1400 ● ● ● ● ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

‘GE’ 1280 ● ● ● ● ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

‘GE(V)’ 1100 ● ● ● ● ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Key: ● = model available in 2- and 4-wheel drive – = model not available
❍ = model available in 4-wheel drive only

Refinement worthy of the most valuable crop

Specialist growers have highly individual
requirements of their core tractors.The
MF 3400 series range of specialist
tractors incorporates a number of highly
specific and detailed features that we
know are required by discerning
growers.

The MF 3400 series is offered on a
‘tailor-made’ basis, which means that the
customer can complete the specification

of his tractor down to the last detail,
helping to meet precisely the exacting
requirements of his business.

Into a new dimension

The new MF 3400 Series has been
painstakingly designed to meet the
specification of the modern grower,
combining smooth lines and
manoeuvrability with advanced
performance and precision handling.

Massey Ferguson’s reputation for rugged
build quality, reliability and durability is at
the heart of the MF 3400.Added to this
is the latest technology, including a new
generation of emission-compliant ‘green’
engines, delivering efficient power in
either two- or four-wheel drive options.

A choice of power units; 64, 80, 90 and
98 ISO hp, means all levels of workload
can be handled with ease and precision.
Unrivalled after-sales service from the
leading dealer network in the industry
will ensure that priceless commodity –
total peace of mind.

The first decision to make however, is
which of the 14-strong model range is
the most appropriate.Then choose level

of horsepower, cab or platform format,
two- or four-wheel drive – before
addressing the detailed specification.
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Narrow vineyard

Pick your own specialist tractor

Every grower has different needs – according to climate and
terrain, crops, growing methods and even local legislation.The
MF 3400 Series offers four ranges of width and height
dependent on model.There is also a choice of cab and platform
versions to meet your needs precisely.

In the narrow vineyard, for example, where
the climate is favourable, row widths are
between 1.8 and 2.4 metres for maximum
yields; tractor width is therefore more
important than tractor height. By contrast, in
some modern vineyards, the row widths are
up to 3 metres and the tractor must have a
low profile to clear the overhead canopy.The
square canopy requires a tractor capable of
working in both narrow row widths and low
canopies.

There are similar considerations in the
orchard. Here, the row widths can be as wide
as 6 metres but fruit from the overhanging
branches can be close to the tractor fenders.
So fender height, width and a smooth profile
are of paramount importance.

Specialist tractors for specialist
needs

The MF 3400 range has been created in order
to meet specific needs. It is not one

machine that attempts to be all
things to all men. Rather, it is a

comprehensive range in
which each model meets a

specialist grower’s
specialist requirements;
hence the following
range configurations:

The MF 3400V, with a minimum width from
1 metre, is the perfect solution for traditional
narrow vineyards. It is available in 2- and 4-
wheel drive, with cab and platform versions.

The MF 3400S, with a minimum width from
1.2 metres, is designed for modern vineyards,
orchards and municipal applications. It is
available in 2- and 4-wheel drive, with cab and
platform versions.

The MF 3400F, with a minimum width from
1.4 metres, is an all-round orchard and open
field tractor. It is available in 2- and 4-wheel
drive and in cab and platform versions.

The MF 3400GE has a minimum width of
1.28 metres, but is an extra low profile design
with rear tyres from 20” diameter, designed
for canopy grown vines and fruit. Its platform
is specifically designed for these small trees -
the low profile fenders affording the operator
increased comfort and, when a cab is fitted,
larger doors, giving easier access.

The MF 3400GE(V) also features the low
profile design and all of the benefits of the GE
range, but has a minimum width of 1.1 metres.

Special vineyard

Orchard

Canopy-grown vines/fruit

1.8-3.0 m

2.8-3.0 m

5.0-6.0 m

2.5-3.0 m

2.
5 

m
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A wider ‘spread’ of power and
torque work in harmony with
the easy-to-use gearbox with
perfectly spaced ratios,
contributing fundamentally to
the versatility of the MF 3400
Series.

New high-performance engines

The latest-generation Perkins 1100 Series
engines have a host of new features designed
to improve performance and reduce noise
and emissions. On 4-cylinder models, a ‘cross-
flow’ cylinder head improves combustion,
giving lower fuel consumption and exhaust
emissions. More precise fuel injection gives a
further reduction in fuel consumption, plus an
increase in power and torque across a wide
operating range, giving improved economy
and performance in a variety of day-to-day
tasks.

Plenty of power, whatever the task 

The Perkins 1100
Series engines develop
high torque at low revs
increasing your
working productivity.

Power

Torque back-up

PTO
Operating speed

(1900-2000 rev/min)

Max. torque
(1400 rev/min)

Working range
Engine rev/min

To
rq

ue

The rear-hinged bonnet affords
excellent access even with front
mounted equipment.
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Tailored transmissions for your specialist applications

Depending on which model
you choose, the MF 3400
Series offers a variety of
gearboxes to suit any
application.

All are based on the same three-shaft
design which ensures that maximum
power and torque can be transmitted,
whilst also reducing overall dimensions to
maintain ground clearance.

The compact,
three-shaft
gearbox design
contributes to
the good ground
clearance

Gearbox efficiency

Compact and durable, the three-shaft design
of the Massey Ferguson gearbox ensures
additional ground clearance and a low
minimum height, as well as providing easy
access to the platform.The helical cut gears
also reduce noise and transmit power more
efficiently.

Importantly, the gearbox is pressure
lubricated in order to dissipate heat and
ensure long-term durability. It is also more
efficient, minimising the oil drag, maximising
the power available at the wheels and PTO.
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Minimum Maximum Max.
Model Gears Gears Speed*
V 20/10 45/45 30 km/h
S/F 20/10 45/45 40 km/h
GE 20/10 45/45 35 km/h
GE (V) 20/10 45/45 35 km/h

*Maximum speeds are ‘nominal’ and are dependent on wheels and tyres fitted.

2-speed or 3-speed

As standard, the MF 3400 Series offers a 2-
speed mechanical Speedshift, allowing you to
split each gear for optimum performance in
all conditions. Use it in the fast or hare range,
changing down on-the-move and under load
as conditions dictate.

To optimise performance still further, specify
the Tripleshift 3 speed Powershift.At the
touch of a button on the main gear lever, you
can select, on-the-move, precisely the right
gear for the application and conditions.

45/45 Triple Shift gearbox
ground speeds

Well-placed gear levers 

Choice of gearboxes

Supercreep

Even the standard gearboxes on the MF 3400
Series are capable of extremely slow forward
speeds. But for those applications where
particularly slow speeds are required in order
to optimise field performance, Massey
Ferguson’s Supercreep option can be
specified.

Supercreep is an additional range, selected
simply via the main range lever, which can
slow your speed right down to as low as 
153 metres per hour for specialist low 
speed applications.
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High-output 4-wheel drive and PTO

All MF 3400 Series models offer a high output four-wheel drive
option for added traction, stability and safety. They feature a
fully independent PTO driveline, providing a choice of PTO
speeds that enable you to select precisely the right specification
for optimum output from a variety of specialist equipment.

Simple selection

Selection of PTO speed is simple and easy
and electro-hydraulic engagement is operated
via a push-button switch on the right hand
console.

Choice of PTO systems

There are four main PTO options: 540/540E
rev/min, with a fixed 6 spline shaft; 540/1000
rev/min with either a fixed 6 spline shaft or
exchangeable 6 and 21 splined shafts; plus
groundspeed, which is available with both for
specific applications.The fourth option is 540/
750/1000 rev/min with either a fixed 6 splined
shaft or exchangeable 6 and 21 splined shafts.

In all cases, the engine speed at which the
rated PTO speed is achieved has been
developed for efficiency and economy,

ensuring that there is always ample power
and torque back-up to maintain the correct
speed as the load increases, even at economy
PTO speeds.

Hydralock: true 4WD

The Hydralock hydraulically-actuated
differential lock is standard on all four-wheel
drive versions of the MF 3400 Series. Positive
locking of both front and rear differential
locks simultaneously means true four-wheel
drive - in which both front wheels are locked
together providing maximum traction at all
times - safe, powerful and secure.

Importantly, when disengaged, Hydralock
operates as a normal differential, so the tyre
scrub and soil damage caused by many other
systems are eliminated.

PTO is engaged with a switch conveniently
situated by the operator’s right hand

PTO speed selection via a lever at the rear of the
tractor on the left hand side.
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Tight turning, stable operation and safe braking

In both two- and four-wheel
drive versions, MF 3400 Series
tractors have exceptional
manoeuvrability, due to
compact dimensions and
excellent turning angles.

Steering is light and positive due to the
separate steering circuit which ensures that
there is always sufficient hydraulic flow to

steer accurately and easily – regardless of
other demands on the hydraulics.

In 2WD form, the MF 3400 V models can turn
at 50° – the S, F, and GE models at 70°. In
4WD form, the V and F achieve 50°, with the
S and GE at 56°.

This level of manoeuvrability in four-wheel
drive models is, in part, the result of the
centre drive design which optimises the
turning circle.

A measure of the attention to detail is that
this centre drive passes
through a specially adapted
sump to maintain all-
important ground
clearance.

Traction, even on difficult
terrain, is exceptional
thanks to the good
oscillation of the front axle.
Vineyard models also have
a specially shaped front
support casting which gives
exceptional
manoeuvrability on narrow

50°-70°

track settings, without restricting axle
oscillation. In all conditions, traction is further
enhanced by the Hydralock system, which
ensures simultaneous locking of both front
and rear differential locks.

Both 2- and 4-wheel drive axles are easily
adjustable to enable optimum performance at
all track settings.

Safe braking at all times is provided by
hydraulically actuated and oil cooled disc
brakes which, on all 4WD models except the
exceptionally narrow V, are mounted outboard
before the epicyclic final reduction units.They
therefore operate on the high speed
driveshaft, so braking is not only powerful but
positive and progressive. Oil-cooled disc
brakes are also fitted to 35 km/h and 40 km/h
2WD models producing, paradoxically, four
wheel braking on a two-wheel drive tractor.

-10°

+10°

Below:
1 and 2: Disk brakes are fitted on both 2- and 
4-wheel drive models

3. Good oscillation of front axle improves stability
and manoeuvrability

4. Front brake isolating valve for an even greater
turning angle.
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And, with a larger pump,Tripleshift can be
operated instantly and smoothly.

The secondary circuit, whether single or
tandem pump, provides maximum oil flow to
the rear- and mid-mounted spool valves to
ensure efficient operation of all implements.
What’s more, the availability of flow control
means that you can specify the optimum flow
and priority for the equipment you use.

Hydraulics: simple to operate, comprehensive specification

The MF 3400 Series has been specifically designed to
accommodate a wide variety of hydraulic requirements.The
advanced and efficient hydraulic system is, in fact, an integral
part of the machine, allowing you to choose different hydraulic
options and tailor the tractor to particular needs and
applications.

Safety and reliability

The rear axle design is common to all
models, with the width reductions achieved
by shortening driveshaft and castings: there is
no compromise in the strength or integrity of
the components themselves.

Indeed, power and torque, even at low
forward speeds when using heavy draft
implements, is transmitted efficiently and
reliably via heavy duty inboard epicyclic units.

Braking, too, is powerful and reliable – with
high capacity oil-cooled brakes ensuring

dependable fade-free braking
with minimal pedal effort.When
stationary, an independent
handbrake provides optimum
safety even with a heavy load on
a slope.

The twin circuit design provides
individual circuits, one for
steering, electro-hydraulic
controls and gearbox lubrication,
and the other for rear linkage,
spool valve and trailer brake
options.

Having an independent primary
circuit means that, irrespective of
spool valve or linkage operation,
the steering remains light and
positive at all engine speeds. In
addition, the PTO, 4WD and
differential locks are engaged
simply and with minimal effort.

Primary 
hydraulic system

Secondary 
hydraulic system

Up to 3 spool valves can be
fitted at the rear

Two spool valves can be mid-
mounted, one left and one right-
hand side; both with free return 

Indeed, MF 3400 Series tractors have up to
five spool valves to suit the application
precisely. Acting at the rear, 2 or 3 spool
valves with or without Flow Control.

With the optional tandem pump system, a
further 2 mid-mounted spool valves are fitted.
When there is no demand from the mid-
mounted spool valves, the combined flow of
both pumps is available to the rear spool
valves.
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The MF 3400 Series linkage control system is superior in
accuracy, reliability and ease of operation. Whether you choose
mechanical or electronic systems, you can be sure of high
performance and precise control with a wide choice of
specifications.

Convenient switches for electro-
hydraulic stabilising and levelling

Mechanical Control: maximum
efficiency, minimum cost

With logical controls making operation simple
and straightforward, the mechanical system
makes it an easy task to change from one
implement to another.

Position control is for those implements such
as sprayers or spreaders which require the

maintenance of a set height. Draft control is
for soil-engaging implements and here the
hydraulics automatically compensate for
changes in the draft to maintain traction in
order to optimise output. For rotavators,
power harrows and other implements, which
do not require draft control, a float setting on
the position control lever is available.

ELC: instant accuracy

The pedigree of Massey Ferguson Electronic
Linkage Control systems is without parallel.
Farmers and growers throughout the world
have benefited from these sensitive and
versatile systems in which rotary knobs adjust
the linkage electro-hydraulically.

The result is faster, more accurate implement
control (to ensure efficient traction with
minimal wheelslip) and a wider range of
adjustment – including draft/position/intermix,
rate of drop and maximum height – to
optimise the quality of work at all times.

On the level

Mechanical levelling and stabilisers are, of
course, standard. But hydraulic levelling (on all
models) and electro-hydraulic lateral
adjustment and levelling (on the V, S, and GE
cab and platform models) are available as
options to provide complete and precise, on-
the-move control of your implement
according to prevailing conditions.The side
shift function is a particular benefit when
working across slopes and amongst vines and
trees.

Mechanical or electronic linkage control

Electro-hydraulic

stabilisers

Universal joint ensures
accurate linkage
articulation

Linkage levelling 
ram

ELC rotary control knobs

Lateral movement
and levelling is
available as an option
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With or without a cab, the ideal operator environment

The choice of platform or cab models means
you can select the tractor required for your
needs in the knowledge that every measure
has been taken to ensure comfort and
convenience.

Comfort

On the platform model, rubber ISO mounts
isolate the complete platform from chassis
vibration.And the easily removable cab means
the transformation of a platform tractor into
a cab tractor and vice versa according to the
operating requirements.

Indeed, in the cab version, the slim pillars and
large windows (opening, front and rear)
ensure excellent visibility and a roller blind
sunshade is a boon when the sun is low in
the sky.Air conditioning is integral, fitted into

The smooth profile of the 
MF 3400 Series is not merely
aesthetic. Its smooth
contours, with fold-away lights
and beacon, protect your
delicate and valuable crops.
And – in platform and cab
versions – the design is
geared towards the creation
of an operator environment
which is comfortable and
convenient despite its
compact overall dimensions.

Smooth contours and fold-away lights and
mirrors protect your crops

Optional R.O.P.S. folds
quickly and easily when not
required, to protect crop

Roof-mounted overhead console, designed to
maintain maximum headroom

the cab roof, but extending a mere 28mm
above the roof line to maintain a low, smooth
profile, without restriction for the operator.

In all models, however, the operator sits in
comfort – with easy access, clear
instrumentation and controls laid out
logically.

Added touches include a soft-touch steering
wheel and adjustable steering column, high
back, two-piece seat with optional pneumatic
suspension.

Comprehensive instrumentation can include a
digital performance monitor (not shown)

R.O.P.S. is an option on models with the quick-
remove cab
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High capacity air filters are
side-mounted away from the
main dust stream

Convenience

A key design priority in the MF 3400 was
ease of serviceability. So all routine
maintenance can be carried out quickly and
easily.

The engine panels (made from a lightweight
composite material) are simple to remove
and provide exceptional access to all engine
service points.

Oil levels are simple to check and easy to top
up.Transmission oil level is checked through a
sight glass.

All fuses are located behind a removable
panel on the left of the dash, with tractor
cabs having their own separate fuse box.

Cab is comfortable and
surprisingly roomy for this
type of tractor
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OPTIONAL
EQUIPMENT
Includes:

- A range of gearboxes – up to 45
forward and reverse, with Tripleshift,
and supercreep options

- 540/750/1000 rev/min PTO,
interchangeable shafts, ground 
speed PTO

- Electronic linkage control

- Third rear spool valve, with/without
flow control and free return

- Two additional mid-mounted 
spool valves

- Hydraulic trailer brakes

- Electro-hydraulic stabilisers and 
levelling control
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MF 3400 Specifications ● = standard equipment ❍ = optional equipment – = not available/applicable

3425 3435 3445 3455
Performance
Engine power *hp (kW) 64 (46) 80 (60) 90 (67) 98 (72.5)
@ rev/min 2200 2200 2200 2200

Max. torque/@ rev/min * Nm 270/1400 294/1400 380/1400 404/1400
* = ISO/TR 14396            

Engine
Water cooled, direct injection diesel ● ● ● ●

Model Perkins 1103C-33T 1104C-44 1104C-44T 1104C-44T
Aspiration Turbo Natural Turbo Turbo
Capacity/No. cylinders litre 3.3/3 4.4/4 4.4/4 4.4/4
Air cleaner; dual, dry element ● ● ● ●

Clutch
Single plate, dry, organic with hydrostatic control ● ● ● ●

Transmission
20 forward, 10 reverse synchro. with underdrive ● ● ● ●

30 forward, 15 reverse synchro. with underdrive and supercreep ❍   ❍ ❍   ❍

45 forward, 45 reverse*. with Tripleshift and creep ❍   ❍   ❍   ❍

Manual synchro shuttle ● ● ● ●

*'S', 'F' and 'GE' models only

Power take-off, rear
Independent, operated by switch, actuated by hydraulic clutch ● ● ● ●

540/540 Econ (750) ● ● ● ●

540/1000 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

540/540 Econ (750)/1000 ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Fixed, 6-spline PTO shaft ● ● ● ●

Interchangeable PTO shafts ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Shiftable PTO, by axle mounted lever ● ● ● ●

Ground speed PTO ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

PTO speed @ engine rev/min
540/540 Econ (750) rev/min 1967/1560 (2167) 1967/1560 (2167) 1967/1560 (2167) 1967/1560 (2167)
540/1000 rev/min 1967/2043 1967/2043 1967/2043 1967/2043
540/540 Econ (750)/1000 rev/min 1967/2167/2043 1967/2167/2043 1967/2167/2043 1967/2167/2043

Shaft diameter
35 mm (1 3/8 in), 6 and 21 splines ● ● ● ●
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MF 3400 Specifications ● = standard equipment ❍ = optional equipment – = not available/applicable

3425 3435 3445 3455
Rear linkage
Mechanical draft position and float control, plus Intermix ● ● ● ●

Electronic linkage control ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Lower links, Cat.1/ 2 ball end ● ● ● ●

Cat. 2 hook end ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Electro-hydraulic adjustment of stabilisers and lift rod ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Hydraulic adjustment of lift rod ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Max lift capacity kg 2600 2600 2600 2600

Hydraulics
Transmission mounted pumps, twin circuit ● ● ● ●

Circuit 1: steering, electro-hydraulic controls, gearbox lubrication
Circuit 2: rear linkage, spool valves, trailer brakes
Output - standard pump litre/min 44 44 44 44
- optional ‘high flow’ pump litre/min 52 52 52 52
- optional tandem pump litre/min 37+25 37+25 37+25 37+25

Max. pressure bar 180 180 180 180

Steering
Hydrostatic ● ● ● ●

Telescopic steering column ● ● ● ●

2WD front axle
Max. steering angle,V/S,F,G,GE degrees 50/70 50/70 – –

4WD front axle
Max. steering angle
‘V’ models degrees 50 50 50 50
‘S’ and ‘GE’ models degrees 56 56 56 56
‘F’ models degrees 55 55 55 55

Differential locks
Front and rear, 'Hydralock' (4WD only) ● ● ● ●

Auxiliary hydraulics - control
Two rear-mounted single/double acting spool valves ● ● ● ●

3rd rear spool valve with flow control and free return ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

2 additional mid-mounted spool valves ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

4 additional front outlets ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

Brakes
Front axle:
2 and 4WD (except 30 km/h 2WD and 'V' models)
Oil-cooled, with hydraulic actuation ● ● ● ●
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3425 3435 3445 3455
Rear axle:
Oil-cooled, with hydraulic actuation ● ● ● ●

Parking brake, hand lever operated ● ● ● ●

Trailer brakes, hydraulic ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

‘Standard’ wheels and tyres
‘V’ models  Front - 2 WD 6.50R16 6.50R16 – –  

- 4 WD 6.50R16 6.50R16 –  –  
Rear 11.2R28 11.2R28 –  –  

‘S’ models Front - 2 WD 6.50R16 7.50R16 – –
- 4 WD 7.50R18 7.50R20 7.50R20 7.50R20

Rear 12.4R28 13.6R28 13.6R28 13.6R28

'F' models Front - 2 WD 6.50R16 7.50R16 – –
- 4 WD 7.50R18 7.50R20 7.50R20 7.50R20

Rear 12.4R28 13.6R28 13.6R28 13.6R28

'GE' models Front - 2WD 7.00R12 7.00R12 – –
- 4WD 240/70R16 240/70R16 240/70R16 240/70R16

Rear 320/70R24 320/70R24 320/70R24 320/70R24
'GE (V)' models Front - 2WD 7.00R12 7.00R12 – –

- 4WD 6.50R16 6.50R16 6.50R16 6.50R16
Rear 11.2R24 11.2R24 11.2R24 11.2R24

Dimensions
Length - including weight frame/links mm 3700 3750 3750 3750
Length - Iess weight frame mm 3620 3670 3670 3670
Wheelbase - 2WD/4WD mm 2020/2000 2080/2100 – /2100 – /2100

’V’ and GE(V) 4WD models mm 2050 2150 2150 2150
Overall height

over cab/ROPS mm 2200/2230 2200/2230 2200/2230 2200/2230
over air con. unit mm 2200 2200 2260 2260
over bonnet/steering wheel mm 1250 1250 1310 1310
over beacon mm 2460 2465 2465 2465

Min. width,
‘V’/‘S’/'F' models m 1.1/1.2/1.46 1.0/1.27/1.43 – /1.27/1.43 – /1.27/1.43
'GE (V)'/'GE' models m 1.1/1.28 1.1/1.28 1.1/1.28 1.1/1.28

Capacities
Main fuel tank litre 45 45 45 45
Auxiliary fuel tank (optional) litre 28 28 28 28
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Design, testing and manufacturing
Massey Ferguson has a long tradition of innovation and engineering excellence. Based on

continual questioning and analysis of farmers’ needs, our products are designed, tested

and built, using the latest manufacturing techniques, to enhance your productivity,

efficiency and convenience.

World’s largest distribution network
With a network of more than 5000 dealers in over 140 countries, Massey Ferguson can

claim to have the world’s most comprehensive farm machinery distribution network,

dedicated to providing local service of the highest calibre.

Financial support
Massey Ferguson retail finance schemes are widely available to help fund machinery

purchase.With the emphasis on flexibility, these schemes are tailored to customers’

specific business needs and to take account of cash flow and seasonal business cycles.

Depending on the market, financial options include leasing, hire purchase, contract hire

and loan facilities.

Industry-leading parts support

Through leading edge technology, Massey Ferguson is proud to boast a full range of

genuine AGCO Parts, supporting all Massey Ferguson machine ranges, from enhancements

to new products to repairs for older ‘heritage’ machines and all complying with strict

engineering quality standards. Backed by a comprehensive warehouse ordering system,

you can be sure that when you insist on the AGCO hologram you will receive

commitment from the best in the industry.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information
contained in this publication is as accurate and current as
possible. However, inaccuracies, errors or omissions may occur
and details of the specifications may be changed at any time
without notice.Therefore, all specifications should be confirmed
with your Massey Ferguson Dealer or Distributor prior to any
purchase.


